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A strong story about a transgender girl in Iran who is finding a
rich man to pay for her gender operation, only to find out that
it was just a horrific plan against her.



Amen is a transexual. Moving from a small town to
Tehran, she is optimistically planning to do gender
reassignment surgery. She meets Naser, a rich man
who promises to pay for her surgery yet under one
condition. It appears that Amen has a very similar
voice to Naser's daughter, Annie, who is about to
inherit her grandmother's house, and Amen is
supposedly asked to play Annie's role in front of the
grandmother. However, this is not the real reason.
Naser and the others are hiding a big truth about
Annie. Using different medicines on her and forcing
her to stay in special conditions, they have a wicked
plan. Desperate enough, Amen finally finds out that
Annie is in prison for murder, and her family is
changing her by surgery and medication to resemble
Annie in order to replace her in prison. Being a
transexual was hard enough in Iran for Amen, let alone
the misfortune of being replaced as a murderer.

SYNOPSIS



DIRECTORS’ NOTES

The main subject of this film is Sexual Identity in a
sexistic situation.

According to the statistics in Iran, the transgender
population exceeds 24000, a high percentage of which
intends to change the gender. What would be the main
reason for such a high demand?

May Gender Dysphoria be the right answer to this
question? In simple words, how can someone accept to
live in a body not belonging to him/her? In such a case,
body changes into an everlasting prison, and possessing
the desired form would be a dream of freedom; or as a
Nightmare which lets the person get in easily, with no
exit probably or at all.
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DIRECTORS' FILMOGRAPHY

Mohammad Torabbeigi born 1975 in Neyshabour, Iran

Education: Master of Persian Language and Literature, Member and teacher of the Iranian Youth Cinema Society 

Works: More than 10 short films and documentaries such as:

Stroll Around the Fire (Doc.) Selected as the best film in Khorasan Photo and Film Festival

A Scent on the way (short.)

Taak, daughter of the Gardener (Doc.) The best film selected by the audiences in Khorasan Photo and Film Festival

My Share (short.)

A watch that does not work (Feat.Doc.) Selected as the best film in Porsesh Mehr Film Festival

Wake Me Up When You Arrive (Feat.Doc.) Selected as the best film in Niayesh National Film Festival

At the end of Evin (Feat.)

Mehdi Torabbeigi born 1980 in Neyshabour, Iran

Education: Master of Educational Management, Scenarist

Works: Writing the Scenario for many films, Serials and documentaries such as:

Unripe Pomegranates (feature.) Candidated for Best Scenario in Khaneh Cinema Fest

At the end of Evin (Feat.)



TECHNICAL INFO

Country: Iran 
Year of production: 2021 
Genre: Thriller/ LGBTQ
Original Language: Farsi
Subtitles: English
Length: 78min
Format: DCP, color
Aspect Ratio: 1:1.90
Speed: 24fps
Sounds: Dolby stereo
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